
 

Using the REAL Curriculum at home. 

We wrote the REAL Curriculum ourselves. Only Stanley Road has it. It’s designed to assist teachers in their 
planning and assessment, but can be used by anyone who wants to help their child to learn.


The REAL sets out the National Curriculum clearly, getting more challenging as children grow older. It does this 
by showing what kind of thinking is going on and asking for lots of different types of learning. For this we use 
Bloom’s Taxonomy. You can learn about that here. 


Below is a guide to finding your way through the REAL so that you can see what your child would have been 
learning in class at this time, to help you as you complete the activities we have sent home, or to let you 
challenge and stretch your children in the weeks ahead. Many of you, if you are at home with your children, 
(and everyone’s circumstances are different) may want to get creative and plan your own activities. We will 
continue to provide work and online learning opportunities but we hope this guide will add an extra dimension.

1 Log on to our website at https://www.stanleyroad.worcs.sch.uk

2 Click on the curriculum drop-down 

3 

Choose 
“curriculum 
by subject”. 4 


Scroll down 
and double-
click on the 
curriculum 
subject you 
want to look at.

5 

This will open up the curriculum document for 
that subject. They look like this. This shows 
the kind thinking we do in that subject (the 
coloured boxes) and the most important 
ideas to explore the black and white words. 

Then scroll down. Its a long document.

https://www.stanleyroad.worcs.sch.uk
https://www.stanleyroad.worcs.sch.uk


 

6 
The subject documents are slightly 
different but, taking Geography as an 
example, you will next see how learning is laid 
out for year groups. There are similar tables in 
History, Science and RE, but not all subjects. 
For example here in year 2 it shows you the 
basic Geographical knowledge that has to be 
learned and that children should know the 
geography, dimensions, length and facts 
about and landmarks of their street.

7 
The next bit shows how geography can 
work in other subjects (we’ve enlarged the 
RE and Science bits here. This really 
helps with themed or project work but you 

8 
Next you’ll see this table which tells you what kind of skills we’d be teaching. It shows 
thinking skills like using, analysing and evaluating defined for the subject, in this case, 
Geography.
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9 
Finally, you will see all the learning objectives for your child’s year group on pages like 
this. This might be the only part you want to use - it tells you exactly what they need to 
have learned term by term, for each of the subject’s learning objectives.

This column helps you 
find the right year group 
and term for your child. 


You will see they are 
labelled Aut, Spr and 
Sum for the Autumn, 
Spring and Summer Term. 


We are in the Spring term 
from Christmas to Easter. 


After Easter we will be in 
the Summer term.

In each box there is a description of 
knowledge, skills or abilities that we would be 
teaching your child to do. Quite often there are 
examples what we mean or what the child 
would be saying. 


When we say “support and modelling” we 
mean the skills new and children may need 
showing many times or require lots of help. 


When we say “modelling” alone, it means they 
only need showing once and then can repeat 
or apply the skill or knowledge.


“Independent” means that the skill is 
practiced and can be applied without 
reminders or being shown.


You don’t have to use our curriculum at home with your child. Much of it is designed for school. We have 
provided other work and there are many websites for home learning (remember to be safe though). 


But it may help. If you can look at where your child should be in each subject it may give you ideas and let 
you be creative in planning activities. Why not access these materials as they are available our website?


Remember, children learn at different rates and have different strengths .Your child may be ahead or behind 
age-related expectations. Use the curriculum to find where they are up to and then move them on. Your 
child’s spring report will help you do this. We wish you well in your learning and we’ll see you again soon.



